UR Version 2.2.1.1/7.2.1.1 Firmware Update

Available Model
V2.2.1.1
UR-910, UR-915, UR-918, UR-930, UR-935, UR-938, UR-955, UR-958, UR-959

V7.2.1.1

Available firmware version
2.2.1/7.2.1

Attention
01 The system will be rebooted (twice) in 3-5 minutes after upgraded the new version.

Upgraded items:

## Mail Security
- Modify below items:
  1. The process might be stuck, leading the loading gets higher.
  2. Modify the distinguish of dismantled mail.
  3. The dismantled mail which might be dismantled incorrectly.
  4. Improve the efficiency.
## VPN > L2TP (Not All Model Support L2TP, Check Below List)
- Add L2TP in following items:
  1. Clear Data at Configuration > Administration.
  2. VPN > L2TP.
  3. VPN > VPN Policy.
  4. Logs > System Logs.
  5. Logs > System Operation.
- Add distinguish:
  1. To check whether IPSec is conflicted with L2TP when L2TP is enabled. It will pop up the hint
     [ Please disable IPSec, otherwise L2TP can't be enabled ] if it's conflicted.
     The explanation of conflict:
     The interface at IPSec Tunnel is same with L2TP, the remote IP is dynamic IP and IPSec is enabled which will meets the conflict.
  2. To check whether IPSec is conflicted with L2TP when IPSec Tunnel is added, edited or enabled.
     The explanation of conflict:
     L2TP is enabled, the interface at IPSec Tunnel is same with L2TP, the remote IP is dynamic IP and IPSec is enabled which will meets the conflict.

## VPN > VPN Policy
- Modify the policy which won't be applied if the destination is PPTP (10.10.10.50-60) at VPN > VPN Policy > Internal to VPN.

## Objects > QoS
- Modify QoS which switches to ifb.

PS: Not All Model Support L2TP, Check Below List

L2TP Support Model List: